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This study is designed to determine to what extent cer-

tain stimulus variables and various instructions might alter

subjects' perception of the Mueller-Lyer illusion figure.

Ninety male and female college students were randomly assigned

to one of six groups. The subjects viewed one of three con-

figurations of the composite form of the Mueller-Lyer illusion

and received one of two variations of instructions.

Depending upon the group to which they were assigned,

the subjects saw sets of twenty cards depicting the Mueller-

Lyer illusion with either a black apex line, a red apex line,

or with the apex line missing. Instructions given to three

of the six groups were designed to decrease the subjects'

attention to the oblique lines of the figure. These three

groups were designated the special instructions groups.

The subjects' susceptibility to the illusion was recorded

and a mean magnitude of illusion was obtained for each group.

A two-by-three analysis of variance and. t-tests between

selected cells of the two-by-three statistical design were

performed.



The literature on opitcal illusions is summarized, in the

first chapter of this study with special emphasis given to

theories which attempt to explain the Mueller-Lyer illusion.

Two theories in particular are discussed in detail as having

relevance to this investigation. A study by A. W. Pressey

introduced the theory of Central Tendency Effect. This

theory indicates that subjects tend. to overestimate stimu-

lus dimensions which lie below the median value of all the

stimulus values appearing in a particular figure. The second

study, by Riley W. Gardner, suggests that an individual's

perception of stimuli might be altered if he receives in-

structions which cause him to perceive the figure with an

"analytic" attitude. From these and other studies, three

hypotheses are proposed.

Chapter Two, which covers both the method of obtaining

the data and its statistical treatment is followed by a com-

plete analysis of the results in Chapter Three. One of the

three hypotheses is supported by the data. It is found that

subjects viewing Mueller-Lyer figures with apex and oblique

lines of the same color are more susceptible to the illusion

than subjects viewing figures with a red apex line. This

finding is significant at the .01 level of probability. The

hypothesis proposing that subjects who receive special in-

structions would be less susceptible to the illusion than

those not receiving special instructions is not supported by

the data. Likewise, the hypothesis proposing that subjects



who view figures without an apex line would. be more susceptible

to the illusion than subjects viewing figures with the apex

and oblique lines of the same color is not supported.

Selected t-tests provide valuable information about the

apparent contaminating effects of the apex line absent figure

on the statistical outcome of this study. A t-test performed

on the means obtained by the two groups viewing the apex line

absent figure, but receiving different sets of instructions,

reveals an effect opposite that expected.

In the final two chapters it is concluded that stimulus

variations in the Mueller-Lyer figure do have an effect on a

person's susceptibility to the Mueller-Lyer illusion. No con-

clusions, however, can be drawn concerning the effect of

special instructions. It is recommended that in future stud-

ies the apex line absent figure be treated as a distinct and

separate illusion and that theories of the Mueller-Lyer Il-

lusion not be applied to this configuration.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Man does not wander aimlessly through his world. In-

stead, his behavior is characterized by more or less efficient

and organized operations. Perception, among other things, is

a key to this organization. Perception is the awareness of

the elements of environment through physical sensation--the

organization of sensory data into patterns of experience. Man

utilizes his perceptual mechanisms to give his world. meaning.

He depends for his very existence upon his perception of the

environmental field within which he operates, It is per-

ception which gives significance to existence.

The environment is perceived through the sensory mecha-

nisms. Through the optical apparatus physical light stimuli

are transmitted from the environment to the brain where per-

ception takes place. Nonetheless, perception of the visual

stimuli is not a simple, mirrorlike recording of the visual

field. H. H. Witkin and associates suggest that ". . . the

individual is not 'subservient' to the field to the extent

conceived in Gestalt theory . . . but an active agent who

contributes to the progress and outcome of the act of per-

ceiving" (41, p. 497). The fact that man takes such an

active part in the outcome of his visual perception prompted

Luckiesh to remark: "Seeing is deceiving" (32, p. 1).

1
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It is well known that man's perception is often dis-

torted. Much psychological research has dealt directly with

this phenomenon. Studies have shown that man can quite

adeptly hear only what he wishes to hear, that he is not an

accurate judge of lifted, weights, that he "ignores" noxious

odors by adaptation, that he is not especially good at dis-

criminating between similar tastes or between different

textures. Furthermore, he does not always see correctly

what his visual field offers. Why perception is so often

distorted is a question which has provoked much controversy

among investigators and has given rise to many and varied

theories in way of explanation.

The study of visual illusions was born of this contro-

versy. Zusne (44, p. 175) reported that at the close of the

nineteenth century psychologists were particularly interested

in the phenomenon of illusions, especially visual illusions,

in hopes that by understanding illusions they would have the

key to the understanding of perception in general. Foss

(18, p. 68) observed that it was the study of illusions

which removed the field of experimental psychology from

philosophy.

Not all visual illusions need be explained in psycho-

logical terms. Some may be explained by physical or

meteorological principles. The apparent decrease in the

size of the moon as it moves from a point on the horizon

to a position overhead in the sky is an illusion of the

kind which is readily explained on the basis of known
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meteorological and physical facts. The increased amount of

atmosphere through which one views the moon on the horizon

causes the moon to look larger than when it is directly

above and is actually closer to the observer. This optical

illusion, and others similar to it, can be explained by

known facts of our external world. The visual illusions

which have created the theoretical controversy in question,

however, occur at some organizational level within the in-

dividual and must be explained in either physiological or

psychological terms. The present study deals directly with

the characteristics and the explanation of such a visual

illusion.

In 1899, the German scientist F. C. Mueller-Lyer pub-

lished an article in which he offered an explanation for the

illusion one experiences upon viewing two equal horizontal

lines, one of which is bounded by "arrowheads" and the other

bounded by "arrowfeathers." (See Figure 1) This visual

Fig. 1--Mueller-Lyer illusion figure

illusion, which has since become known as the Mueller-Lyer

illusion, has created one of the greatest controversies in

the study of perception. Carter and Pollack (8, p. 705)
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note that Mueller-Lyer could not possibly have imagined the

controversy which the explanation of his illusion figure

raised, nor that some eighty years later it would still be

a prominent topic of psychological research.

As has been previously stated, visual illusions such

as the one in question here are the result of some misin-

terpretations or distortions of perception occurring within

the perceptual mechanism of the individual. It may be

assumed, then, that certain differences in the "perceptual

sets" or "perceptual attitudes" of observers should in some

way create a difference in the magnitude of the illusion.

At the same time, differences in the stimulus properties of

the illusion figure should in some way affect the observers'

perceptual mechanisms, so that changes in these properties

also create changes in the observed magnitude of illusion.

Statement of the Problem

The purpose of the present study was to determine to

what extent characteristics of the illusion figure and

perceptual attitudes of the observer act to affect the magni-

tude of the Mueller-Lyer illusion.

Related Literature

Zusne (44) noted that the amount of literature pub-

lished during the last eighty years relating to visual

illusions varied proportionately with the amount of litera-

ture published covering all areas of the psychological
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research. During the middle of this century, however, the

study of visual illusions was not considered to be of primary

importance in psychological investigations. Other areas of

interest came to the forefront as the relevant issues during

the 1940's and 1950's. Nevertheless, the illusion contro-

versy continues.

Theoretical Background

To cover thoroughly all the theories which have been

offered to explain visual illusions, and specifically the

Mueller-Lyer illusion, would encompass a large and complex

work. Hence, a brief overview follows.

Many early theories were not founded on the best sci-

entific information. Often the author served as the only

subject for his investigations. Carter and Pollack pointed

out that "Wundt carried this to the extreme, since he was

limited to monocular vision, and the myopia in his 'good'

eye was not entirely correctable" (8, p. 706). Wundt's

addition to the controversy was, ironically, a theory of

the continuation and restriction of eye movements. Bates

(1), another pioneer in the field, obtained the results of

his study by using the currently outdated method of intro-

spection. It is necessary, therefore, that a great many

of the theories be viewed with a certain skepticism and

careful scrutiny.

Gregory felt that all traditional theories of visual

illusions belong to one of three classes:
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(1) That certain shapes produce, or tend to pro-
duce, abnormal eye movements. (2) That some kind.
of central "confusion" is produced by certain shapes.
. . . (3) That the figures suggest depth by perspec-
tive and that this "suggestion" in some way distorts
visual space (24, p. 678).

The eye movement theories, which are among the oldest

in the controversy, are typified by the one offered by

Festinger (15). His theory suggests that the eyes are

drawn by the significant physical aspects of the stimulus

object, The error in the direction of the eye movement is

said to cause the distortion in perception. Festinger (15)

noted that as the magnitude of the illusion decreased with

improvement, eye movement became more nearly equal for the

two aspects of the Mueller-Lyer figure. Criticism of these

particular theories seems to discount eye movement as the

causal agent in the perception of the Mueller-Lyer illusion.

Gregory (25) found that the illusion is present even when

the image stimulus is fixed to the retina by optical stabil-

ization. This can be shown by having the subject view

tachistoscope presentations of the stimulus figure. The

image appears too fast to allow eye movements to occur.

The illusion is then found. to be present in the after images.

In his research, Bolles found. that eye movement theories

do not suffice and. added that illusions probably result in-

stead from some "central or peripheral sensory mechanisms

. . * (4, p. 176). These mechanisms, he suggests, cause

both the distorted perception and. the observed. eye movements.

The varied eye movements observed. in studies with the
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Mueller-Lyer illusion, therefore, may in fact be a result of

the distorted perception and not its cause.

Several theories, classified as "empathy" theories,

held credibility for only a short time. These were sometimes

referred to as the "mentalistic" theories. Gregory (25) pro-

vides an excellent summary. The basis for these theories was

that individuals seemed to "emphathize" with the stimulus

object. These theories arose from Bruner and Goodmants (6)

studies which found that poor children see coins as being

larger than do rich children. It was suggested that differ-

ential emotionality, i.e. empathy, attached to the perception

of coins resulted in the perceptual differences. Lipps (31)

felt that this concept would suffice as an explanation of the

Mueller-Lyer illusion. The illusion occurred, it was held,

because the line bounded by the "arrowfeathers" seemed. to be

"stretched" by the oblique lines while the "arrowheads"

seemed to "compress" the other horizontal line. Individuals

empathize with the apparent effects of the obliques and thus

see the lines to be of unequal length; one line is "stretched,"

the other is "compressed." Gregory (25), however, comments

that the "mentalistic" explanations of illusions can be

quickly disregarded since distortion illusions also occur in

lower animals. Even the Bruner and Goodman results can be

discounted, he said, since they are probably due to cultural

learning sets as opposed to empathy with the size of the coins.

The perspective theories imply that the oblique lines of

the Mueller-Lyer figure suggest "depth." It is as though the
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line bounded by "arrowheads" might represent the outside

corner of a building with the oblique lines representing the

outline of the walls receding in the distance. The line

bounded by "arrowfeathers," on the other hand, would perhaps

represent the inside corner of a room with the obliques as

the outline of the room walls. Therefore, the apex line sur-

rounded by "arrowfeathers" should appear farther away in

depth than the tips of its obliques. Likewise, the apex

line surrounded by arrowheads" should appear closer in

distance than its accompanying obliques. When seen together,

the two lines would, according to the theory, appear to be of

different lengths since they would appear to be at different

distances in depth. The line farther away would appear

longer than the line which seemed to be closer.

Gregory (24) also criticized this theory, but not

because he felt it was incorrect. He thought that it was

instead incomplete and needed more expansion in order to

adequately explain the Mueller-Lyer illusion. There was a

certain intervening variable missing, he felt, which was

necessary to explain why the appearance of depth should.

create the illusion. He introduced the concept of "primary

constancy scaling" which he said, ". . . seems to be primitive,
and to be mediated by neural systems situated early in the

perceptual system" (24, p. 678). "This is the tendency," he
added, "for objects to appear much the same size over a wide

range of distance in spite of the change of the retinal images
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associated with distance of the object" (24, p. 679). The

entire process he called "constancy scaling." Providing what

he felt was the missing component of the perspective theories,

he then proposed his recent and popular Inappropriate Con-

stancy Scaling theory of illusions (24). According to his

theory, inappropriate constancy scaling occurs when stimulus

cues in our environment "suggest" depth where no depth

actually exists. In the case of the Mueller-Lyer illusion,

the obliques "suggest" depth to the observer and the "con-

stancy scaling' mechanism takes over inappropriately to

account for variations in depth which are seemingly implied.

by the stimulus figure.

The Inappropriate Constancy Scaling theory has been

subjected to a large amount of critical investigation.

Gregory (23) has perhaps written as much defending his

theory against its critics as they have written attacking

it. The bulk of the criticisms have been essentially of

two varieties. On the one hand, there are those who doubt

the validity of the presence of a "constancy scaling"

mechanism. Morgan has suggested that a theory which depends

upon an intervening variable such as "a hidden constancy

mechanism manifested only in the illusions themselves is

essentially untestable" (34, p. 381). It appears that

Gregory has been remiss in explaining exactly how the

constancy scaling" operation is triggered to function "in-

appropriately." Given that the concept is valid, as Gregory
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described it, it has failed to operate in many cases as the

theory would suggest.

Lester (30) points out, as a result of his studies,

that when subjects viewed the Mueller-Lyer figure from d.if-

ferent distances, they did not correct size estimations

according to the theory of "constancy scaling." Hotopf (28)

and Christie (9) have attempted to add support to Gregory's

theory, but for various reasons have been unable to do so

because assumed predictions inherent in the theory do not

occur as expected.. The theory has often failed tests de-

signed to evaluate its validity.

On the other hand, some critics have chosen to ignore

the concept of constancy scaling in order to deal instead.

with the proposition of "suggested depth." It is here that

the Inappropriate Constancy Scaling theory becomes particu-

larly vulnerable. The theory applies to any geometric

illusion. Nevertheless, illusion does occur in some geo-

metric figures which cannot possibly suggest depth. Fisher

(16) and Zanforlin (43) have taken this line of attack. In

fact, Fisher pointed out that certain modifications of the

Mueller-Lyer figure eliminate the possibility of implied

depth, yet the illusion is not diminished.

Fisher suggested that when the line bounded by "arrow-

heads" is seen as being distinct from the line bounded. by

"arrowfeathers," then each apex line of the Mueller-Lyer

figure "should be seen at different apparent depths at one
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and the same time." He continues: "While this assumption

may be acceptable when considering each component part of the

figure seen independently, it is less convincing when extended

to consideration of the composite figure" (16, p. 627). That

is to say, when the two apex lines are joined, the center

oblique serves as an "arrowhead" for one and an "arrowfeather"

for the other. The three-dimensional abstraction occurs,

according to the theory, because the tips of the obliques

appear to be located at a different point in depth from its

adjoining apex line. In the case of the composite figure,

the suggestion of apparent depth is highly unlikely. Either

the tips of the center oblique would have to appear both in

front of and behind the apex line at the same time or the

apex line would have to appear somehow split in order for

one half to be located in a position behind the center

oblique and the other half in front of it.

Because of their inability to meet the several well-

founded criticisms, perspective theories, and in particular

the Inappropriate Constancy Scaling theory, do not suffice

as adequate explanations of the Mueller-Lyer illusion. There

is still a third category of illusion theory which encom-

passes a wider variety of explanations than either the eye

movement or perspective theories. These theories are based

on a belief that illusion figures represented on a two-

dimensional plane appear simply as geometrical figures to

the observer. Despite this, the stimulus properties of the
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illusion figures are said to alter the operation of the per-

ceptual mechanism or "confuse" it.

Mueller-Lyer (26) was among those who favor the "con-

fusion" theories. He pointed out that the spaces surrounding

each of the two horizontal lines probably are involuntarily

taken into account by the observer. Since the line with the

"arrowheads" is surrounded by less space, it is judged by

the observer as being smaller. Mueller-Lyer's proposition

does not, of course, suffice as a complete explanation of

the illusion. Nonetheless, this idea is relevant for contem-

porary consideration and. adds support to a recent theory

proposed by the Canadian psychologist, Pressey (38).

Pressey (38) suggested that perhaps the Mueller-Lyer

illusion is simply the effect of misjudgments resulting from

misleading cues emanating from the oblique lines. Pressey

based his Central Tendency Effect theory on research conducted

by Hollingworth (27) in 1909. Hollingworth was concerned

with the study of judgments. He found that when an observer

judges the value of the physical properties of stimuli pre-

sented in a series, he tends to underestimate those values

which lie above the median value of that series, In

Hollingworth's words:

In all estimates of stimuli belonging to agiven range or group, we tend to form our judg-
ments around the median value of the series--toward
this mean each judgment is shifted by virtue of a
mental set corresponding to the particular range in
question (26, p. 45).
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This was the central tendency effect of judgment. In a

book on the judgment of movement, he explained further the

operation of the central tendency mechanism:

In the presence of . . . grouped or serial
magnitudes we tend, to form our judgments around the
mode or central tendency of the series. Toward
this mean each judgment tends by virtue of a mental
set corresponding to the upper and lower limits of
the total range of magnitudes (27, p. 85).

Hollingworth points out that this effect is in no way limited

to judgments of any particular sensory modality:

Judgments of time, weight, force, brightness,
extent of movement, length, area, size of angles,
have all shown the same tendency to gravitate
toward. a mean magnitude, the result being that
stimuli above that point in the objective scale
were underestimated and stimuli below overesti-
mated, while the mean magnitude itself was
invested with no constant error (26, p. 44).

Hollingworth had pointed out that the central tendency

effect was an error of judgment which operates independently

of sensory or physiological conditions (26, p. 52). It

occurred to Pressey that this judgmental error might, in

fact, provide an adequate explanation of the Mueller-Lyer

illusion. With some modification, he proposed that the

central tendency effect which Hollingworth described may be

operative in subjects observing the Mueller-Lyer figure.

The effect causes the subjects to adjust the length of the

apex lines toward the median value of the entire figure. It

was supposed that subjects attend to all extents of the

Mueller-Lyer figure--extents cd and c'dt as well as extent

ab. (See Figure 2) Since line A is shorter than the median
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Fig. 2--Three extents involved in judgment of apex
line in "arrowfeathers" figure,

value of extents ab, cd., and cd', the subject estimates line

A to lie closer to the median value than it actually does.

That is, he overestimates line A. In like manner, as the

subject attends to the relevant extents ab, cd, and. cdI,

(See Figure 3) he tends to underestimate line B, since its

value is greater than the median value of extents ab, ed_,

and cld'.

Fig. 3--Three extents involved in judgment of apex
line in "arrowheads" figure.

Several tests of this theory have been conducted, all of

which lend support (12, 13, 35). Erlebacher (12) reported at

the seventy-seventh annual convention of the American Psy-

chological Association in 1969 that the illusion occurs even

when one component of the Mueller-Lyer figure is compared to

a single line without obliques. The particular Mueller-Lyer

component is longer or shorter than the single line. This is
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consistent with illusion effect observed when the two Mueller-

Lyer components are compared with each other. He suggested

that the distance between the tips of the obliques apparently

plays some direct role in the judgments of the perceived

length of the apex line.

In his research, Erlebacher (13) found further support

for the Central Tendency Effect theory and convincing refu-

tation of the Inappropriate Constancy Scaling theory. By

separately altering the length and the angle of the obliques,

he was able to vary the distance between their tips.

Erlebacher found that as the distance between the tips of

the obliques varied, so did the magnitude of the illusion.

When, however, he changed the angle of the obliques, but

maintained a constant distance between their tips by in-

creasing the length proportionately with the increase in

angle, he found that the magnitude of the illusion remained

unchanged. Therefore, angle size was found not to be a

determinant of the magnitude of the illusion,

As stated earlier, according to the Inappropriate Con-

stancy Scaling theory, the angles of the obliques were said

to suggest depth in the Mueller-Lyer figure. In view of this

theory, it could therefore be assumed that a change in the

angle of the obliques would seemingly alter the amount of

depth perceived. As the angle approaches ninety degrees,

apparent depth would predictably decrease, and concomitantly,

the magnitude of the illusion would decrease. Erlebacher's
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results, however, clearly demonstrate that angle size has no

effect on the magnitude of the illusion. Changes in the dis-

tance between the obliques t tips, however, did decisively

effect the magnitude of the illusion. This result is pre-

dicted from the Central Tendency Effect theory since changes

in the length of any extent would also change the median

value of the extents to be judged.

Mountjoy (35) suggested that since no horizontal lines

were present between the tips of the obliques, the presence

of the horizontal apex line perhaps holds some illusory effect

unexplained by the Central Tendency Effect theory when the

three extents were compared. He conducted a study in which

the horizontal apex Line was absent from the figure. (See

Figure 4)

Fig. 4 --Mueller-Lyer figure with apex line absent

The subjects were asked to judge the length of the extents

between the tips of the obliques as well as the extent between

their apexes. It was found that the extent between the apexes

was underestimated as was expected. The extent between the

tips, however, was overestimated. This finding suggests that

the central tendency effect influences the illusion whether

or not the horizontal line is present.
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It appears then that the Central Tendency Effect theory

may hold some credibility as an explanation for errors ob-

served. over a large range of perceptual operations. Benussi

commented that ". . . a study of the Mueller-Lyer illusion

can be undertaken only from a particular point of view" (2,

p. 46). The Central Tendency Effect theory has been shown

to be at least a workable explanation of the Mueller-Lyer

illusion. Hence, this proposition provides the theoretical

basis for the present study. It is a testable principle

and has thus far survived many critical investigations.

Related Research

That the magnitude of the Mueller-Lyer illusion varies

under different circumstances and with different subject

groups is well known. Just why it does so is, yet another

matter.

Gardner (21), in a study concerning this problem, chal-

lenged Piaget's idea that only through the slow development

of efficient methods of attention-deployment can one effec-

tively overcome certain apparent built-in distortions of the

perceptual operation. Gardner felt that other variables may

take a more active role in modifying the perceptual mechanism.

In his search for a more pervasive construct which would sub-

sume the whole perceptual system, Gardner drew from the

studies on field dependency-independency by Witkin et al.

(41) who completed a comprehensive study on the processes

involved in selective perception.
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Field dependency-independency is the principle which

acts in part to regulate selective attention deployment.

Gardner et al. (20) said that individuals who are most

capable of separating the significant aspects of their

environment from all that is irrelevant or unimportant are

high in field-articulation. The field-articulation principle

was the outcome of studies carried out over several years.

Field-articulation is a type of cognitive control which

influences not only attention deployment, but also such

elementary processes as memory recall and variations of

response to drives (20). The specific cognitive control

principle of field-articulation may be triggered in the

perceptual system when either intentional attitude is adap-

tive or when particular stimuli arrangements exist or both

(20, p. 137).

Gardner et al. remarked that the Field-articulation

principle is especially apparent when tasks are performed

t". . . which require differential direction of attention to

adaptively relevant aspects of complex stimulus fields con-

taining 'misleading' cues" (21, p. 23). They report that in

order to account for the "misleading" cues, and to disregard

them as inappropriate, one must assume an "analytic" atti-

tude toward the stimulus objects observed. In other words,

to achieve an "analytic" attitude in perceptual performances

is to exercise field-articulation.
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An "analytic" attitude arises or is operating when in-

dividuals confronted with perceived. incongruity are able to

adequately adapt perceptually and to organize the visual field

so that meaning is achieved. where no meaning is apparent.

More specifically, individuals who can appropriately sort

out relevant from irrelevant stimuli when observing compet-

ing inconsistencies in the stimulus object, are said to be

perceiving with an "analytic" attitude (19),

Field-articulation is a principle determined to a cer-

tain extent by personality variables and cognitive patterns.

The "analytic" attitude, however, is more at the mercy of

external manipulations. It can be aroused or inhibited

depending upon factors in the stimulus field. Changes in

the extent of "analytic" attitude do not necessarily affect

field articulation, at least not directly. However, as the

range of field-articulation changes, regardless of the cause

(e.E., personality variations or cognitive control patterns),

the potential for achieving an "analytic" attitude in per-

ception will also change (20).

Certain external factors as well as those innate factors

characterized by either high or low field-articulation are

active in determining achievement of an "analytic" attitude.

What these external factors are and how they operate has been

a question considered by several authors (1, 5, 10, 19, 40,

41, 42). The Mueller-Lyer illusion has been the instrument

of choice in all of these studies, It serves adequately to
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test individual difference in attention-deployment in the

face of confusing stimulus cues. Also, the illusion magnitude

can be employed as a criterion against which a variety of

variables may be tested. A reduction in magnitude of illusion

should, indicate the presence of an "analytic" attitude accord-

ing to Gardner's (10) definition.

According to the Central Tendency Effect theory, as pre-

viously discussed (38), the magnitude of illusion should be

diminished. if in some way the subjects can be made to ignore

the "confusing" extents between the tips of the obliques and

concentrate instead on only the relevant horizontal apex line

of the Mueller-Lyer figure. By separating or isolating the

relevant from the irrelevant cues, subjects should experience

less illusory effect. It has also been pointed out (20) that

an "analytic" attitude is dependent upon characteristics

present in the observer's external world. It appears likely

that certain modifications in the Mueller-Lyer figure which

make the relevant apex line more conspicuous would enhance

adaptive separation of relevant from irrelevant cues and

would assist in triggering an "analytic" attitude on the

part of the observer. In such cases the effect of central

tendency should be reduced. Studies such as this have been

conducted and the results have been decidely convincing (11,

17, 41): As the apex line becomes more conspicuous, the

illusion decreases. Witkin, et al. (41) concluded that the

structures of the perceptual task are paramount in eliciting
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an ability by the observer to "separate" important items

from their field. Studies by Dewar (11) and Benussi (3)

have shown that by making the horizontal line more or less

prominent, the extent of the illusion varies proportionately.

Dewar (11) found that subjects observing Mueller-Lyer figures

with light gray obliques and either black, dark gray, or

white horizontal lines experience a lesser magnitude of

illusion than do subjects observing illusion figures with

the horizontal and oblique lines both light-gray. It

appears that conspicuous horizontal lines in some way con-

strict the observers' attention to what is in this case the

relevant stimulus of the figure. He examines more closely

only the extent to be judged and is apparently less "con-

fused" by the other extents which would presumably "trigger"

the "central tendency effect" mechanism. Theoretically then,

by discriminately altering the stimulus figure, the relevant

cues were made more conspicuous, the "analytic" attitude was

enhanced and the "central tendency effect" mechanism was

rendered ineffective.

Other studies (1, 7, 19, 22, 33, 37) have found that

alteration of the stimulus figure is not the only way in

which the illusion can be reduced. It has been found that

subjects given "special" instructions which suggest that they

should attempt to ignore the obliques and should instead con-

centrate more on only the extent to be judged, the apex line,

perform much better than subjects not given such instructions.
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It was assumed that subjects receiving "special" instructions

would approach the stimulus figure in a more discriminating

fashion. Over (37) remarked that attitudinal changes such

as this are initiated by "objective" instructions. This

assumption has been born out by results obtained. by several

other investigators. Benussi (2, p. 70) states that the

instructions act, however, only to induce an "analytic"

attitude on the part of the observer. It is, therefore,

the attitude, he states, not the instruction which results

in a reduced illusion.

Both "special" instructions and modifications in the

stimulus figure have shown to be instrumental in the re-

duction of the Mueller-Lyer illusion. Very few studies,

however, indicate how these two variables may interact.

This appears to be an important question for consideration

in research on perception. Individuals approach most ex-

periences with a variety of preconceived notions and are at

the mercy of these notions in making perceptual judgments.

It is apparent that judgments are also influenced by char-

acteristics of the field itself. Only in the laboratory

are these two variables isolated. A recent experiment by

Khan (29) was conducted to examine these relationships in

interaction. Non-significant results were obtained. He

felt these results were due to methodological factors which

could not be avoided. Due to the necessary structure of his

study, in which other factors were considered, he was forced
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to use a "with-in" groups design. A "between" groups design

was suggested since it was felt that practice by subjects

over several conditions of the study may have increased. sub-

jects' "analytic" attitude. Studies by Mountjoy (35) and

Dewar (11) have shown that practice does decrease the magni-

tude of the illusion.

Hypotheses and Rationale

The hypotheses to be tested in the present study arose

from assumptions originating from research on "analytic"

attitude by Gardner and Long (22) and Dewar (11) and the

studies by Pressey (38) on the "central tendency effect."

These studies suggest that the "central tendency effect" in

judgments may be diminished by enhancing the "analytic"

attitude of the one judging.

Sugjects viewing a modified Mueller-Lyer stimulus figure

in which the extent to be judged., i.e., the apex line, is

more conspicuous should be more "analytic" in their judgments

and experience less magnitude of illusion than subjects

viewing a Mueller-Lyer figure in which the apex line is not

so conspicuous. The extents which are said to be irrelevant

in this figure are the extents between the tips of the ob-

liques. These extents are not marked with a line, but are,

instead, only spaces. A stimulus figure drawn with only

obliques, i.e., without an apex line would, according to the

Field-articulation theory, be more "confusing" since the
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horizontal extent is not prominent or different from the

"confusing" extents between the obliques' tips. Similarly,

subjects given "special" instructions to concentrate only on

the apex line and ignore the "confusing" extents between the

tips of the obliques, should be more "analytic" in their

judgments and. less susceptible to the illusion.

On the basis of these assumptions the following hypothe-

ses were tested:

1. Subjects who are given "special" instructions will

be less susceptible to the Mueller-Lyer illusion than will

subjects who are not given "special" instructions.

2. Subjects who are shown the Mueller-Lyer figure with

horizontal and oblique lines of contrasting colors will be

less susceptible to the Mueller-Lyer illusion than will

subjects who are shown the figure with horizontal and

oblique lines of the same color.

3. Subjects who are shown the Mueller-Lyer figure

with horizontal and oblique lines of the same color will be

less susceptible to the Mueller-Lyer illusion than will

subjects who are shown the figure without the horizontal

line.

Discription of the Instruments

The composite form of the figure was used in the present

study. It was presented. in three different variations. One

set of figures had a connecting red line through the apex of

the obliques; a second set had a connecting black line
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through the apex of the obliques; and a third set had obliques

as in the first two sets, but the connecting line was not

present. Examples of these three sets appear in Figure 5
below:

M-

Fig. 5--Three variations
f igure

m

of composite Mueller-Lyer

The f figures were drawn on white cards five by eight

inches in size. Black and red india ink and a pen with a

B-5 point were used to draw the figures. The oblique lines

of the figure were 25 mm. long. All the lines of the f ig-

ures were approximately one millimeter in width. The angles

formed by the oblique lines were sixty degrees from the

horizontal. The total length between the two extremes of

each figure was 100 mm.

There were three sets of ten figures each. Each set

was duplicated, making a total of six sets. Two sets had

the red apex line, two sets the black apex line, and two

sets were without an apex line.

Each set of ten figures was constructed in the follow-

ing manner: The position of the apex of the middle oblique

0

m
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varied from figure to figure so that the length of the hori-

zontal line's right-hand segment (the section enclosed by

"arrowheads"), varied from 48 mm. to 66 mm. in length by

increments of two millimeters. Thus, the right-hand section,

that which in the illusion appears shorter than its "true"

length, was actually longer than the left-hand section in

eight out of ten figures. An example for each of the three

conditions was also constructed with the center oblique

positioned at the 50 mm. mark. This procedure for figure

construction was similar to that described by Khan (29),

Thurstone (39), and Eysenck (14).

The figures were then placed, in three sets of 20 (dup-

licate sets together) in random order in a loose-leaf binder,

so that each stimulus figure could be presented one at a

time.
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CHAPTER II

METHOD

Ninety volunteer undergraduate college students, between

the ages of eighteen and twenty-four years, participated in

this study. Subjects who had previously participated. in an

experiment concerned with visual illusions were eliminated

from the present study. Also, subjects with gross visual

defects did not participate.

Subjects were randomly assigned to one of six groups with

fifteen subjects per group. Each group was assigned one of

six experimental conditions. The six groups were designated

as follows: (1) Group RI, which was shown the "red apex line"

figure and received "special" instructions; (2) Group RU was

shown the "red apex line" figure and received no "special"

instructions; (3) Group BI was shown the "black apex line"

figure and received "special" instructions; (4) Group BU was

shown the "black apex line" figure and received no "special"

instructions; (5) Group AI was shown the "apex line absent"

figure and received "special" instructions; and (6) Group AU

was shown the "apex line absent" figure and. received no

"special" instructions.

All six groups were given the following instructions:

Shortly you will be shown a series of figures
like this. (Experimenter points to the example
figure.) These figures have two sections, a right

31
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and a left (experimenter points). What I want
you to tell me is whether the right-hand section
of the figure is longer or shorter than the left-
hand section. You have to judge the distance
from here to here (experimenter will run the
pointer across the apexes of the "arrow" and
"feather" heads of the figures). Keep both eyes
open and keep your head, still while observing thefigures. Your response for each figure will be
"shorter" or "longer," as the case may be, even
if it looks the same to you. That is, you must
make a decision as to whether the right-hand
section of the figure is longer or shorter than
the left-hand section.

All six groups were read the instructions as presented above.

The three groups not receiving "special" instructions, Groups

RU, BU, AU, were then asked, "Are you clear about what you

are to do?" The other three groups, Groups RI, BI, and AI,

were read additional instructions. For Groups RI and BI, the

following additional instructions, modified from the study by

Gardner and Long (2), were read:

It is thought that persons who concentrate
on just the horizontal line, do better on this
task than do persons who look at the entire fig-
ure. I want you to concentrate very hard on the
horizontal lines. Try to ignore the "arrowheads"
or angled lines. This is difficult to do, but
I want you to direct your attention only to the
horizontal lines. Don't squint, just try to
limit your attention to the spaces between the
"arrowheads." Try not to see the "arrowheads."
Tell me whether the right segment is longer or
shorter than the left segment each time. Are
you clear about what you are to do? All right,
remember to concentrate on the horizontal line
and ignore the arrowheads or angled lines.

The "special" instruction group assigned to the "line

absent" condition, Group AI, heard instead this set of

additional instructions, also modified from instructions

presented by Gardner and Long (2):
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It is thought that persons who concentrateon just the spaces between the "arrowheads" or
angled lines, do better on this task than dopersons who look at the entire figure. I want
you to concentrate very hard on the spaces be-
tween the points of the "arrowheads." Try toignore the "arrowheads" themselves. This is
difficult to do, but I want you to direct yourattention only to the spaces between the points
of the "arrowheads." Don't squint, just try to
limit your attention to the two spaces. Try notto see the "arrowheads." Tell me whether the
right segment is longer or shorter than the leftsegment each time. Are you clear about what you
are to do? All right, remember to concentrate
on the spaces between the points and ignore the"arrowheads" or angled lines.

The binder holding the stimulus figures was placed on a
stand at a distance of thirty inches from the subject, In
order to maintain a constant eye level, a chin rest was used.

The subject was seated in a chair in front of the binder,

resting his chin on the chin rest. At the time of the

experiment, the room was dimly illuminated, with a patch of
sufficiently bright light projected on the figure.

Before the presentation of the figures, the experimenter

read the instructions and presented the example figure in
ordinary room light. Following the instructions, the experi-
menter presented the appropriate set of twenty figure cards,

depending on the group to which the subject belonged one by

one and recorded the responses.

The dependent variable was the number of times the sub-

ject judged the right-hand section of the figure to be longer.
A numerically low score was, therefore, representative of a
high degree of susceptibility to the illusion, since in eight
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out of ten figures the right-hand, section was actually longer.

The procedure for scoring as described above was similar to

that described by Khan (3), Thurstone (4), and Eysenck (1).

Following the experiment, the subject was asked if he

had participated in an experiment concerning visual illusions

before. If he had, his results were not used in the statis-

tical analysis. Finally, all subjects were asked not to

discuss the nature of the experiment with their fellow stu-

d.ents.

Statistical Treatment of the Data

The influence of instructional set on susceptibility

to the illusion was reflected by two conditions of instruction

presentation: "special" instructions, and "no special" in-

structions. The mean number of "longer" responses subjects

gave to each condition constituted the magnitude of the il-

lusion, i.e., the larger the mean, the less the magnitude of

illusion. The influence of stimulus variables on the magni-

tude of illusion was indicated by the mean number of "longer"

responses given in three conditions of stimulus presentation:

"red apex line," "black apex line," and "apex line absent."

A two by three analysis of variance was computed to

determine the effects of the instructional set and the stimu-

lus variables on the magnitude of illusion. The resultant F

values revealed effects of instructional set; however, sepa-

rate t tests between the relevant mean scores were applied to

test the specific stimulus variable hypotheses. Further t
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tests were computed between selected cells of the two by

three statistical configuration for additional analysis as

necessary. Hypotheses were accepted at the .05 level of

probability.
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CHAPTER III

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

The effects of two major variables on the magnitude of

the Mueller-Lyer illusion were tested in the present study.

These variables were instructional set and stimulus configu-

ration. The influence of "special" instructions in enhancing

subjects "analytic" attitude was tested by presenting "special"

instructions to three groups, each viewing a different con-

figuration of the Mueller-Lyer figure. Three other groups,

viewing the same variations of the Mueller-Lyer figure, were

not given "special" instructions (3). Hypothesis one was

proposed as a test of the instruction effects.

The second and, third hypotheses dealt with the effect

that various arrangements of the stimulus figure had on the

magnitude of the illusion. In order to determine these

effects, two groups each viewed one of three different forms

of the Mueller-Lyer figure. In each case the mean number of

"longer" responses determined the subjects' susceptibility to

the illusion, i.e., the larger the mean the less the magnitude

of illusion (1, 4).

A two by three analysis of variance was computed to test

the effects of the two instructional set variables and the

three stimulus variables on the illusion's magnitude. Table I

presents a summary of the analysis of variance.
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TABLE I

SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE MUELLER-LYER
SCORES FOR TWO CONDITIONS OF INSTRUCTIONS UNDER

THREE CONDITIONS OF STIMULUS PRESENTATION

Source Sum Sq DF Mean Sq F

Between in-
structions 5.3776 1 5.3776 1.0775 NS

Between Stimuli 43.0888 2 21.5444 4.3171 *

Instructions
X Stimuli 107.4892 2 53.7446 10.7694 **

Within Groups 419.2002 84 4.9904

Total 575.1554 89

p.05 NS indicates Non-Signi icance
**p<. 01

Cell means of the two by three statistical arrangement

and their standard deviations are presented in Table II.

TABLE II

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE MUELLER-LYER
SCORES FOR TWO CONDITIONS OF INSTRUCTIONS UNDER

THREE CONDITIONS OF STIMULUS PRESENTATION

Condition Red Line Black Line Line Absent Total

"No Special" 7= 9.6667 X= 8.1333 7=12.0000 X= 9.9333
Instructions S= 1.9889 S= 1.7075 S= 2.3664 S= 2.5854

"Special" X=11.6000 X=10.2667 X= 9.4000 X=10,4222
Instructions S= 1.0198 S= 2.2050 S= 3.0941 S= 2.4448

Total X=10.6333 X= 9.2000 X=10.7000 7=10.1778
S= 1.8526 S= 2.2420 S= 3.0458 S= 2.5280
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According to the Field-articulation theory, it was sug-

gested that subjects receiving instructions designed. to

enhance an "analytic" attitude would perform better on the

Mueller-Lyer illusion figure or be less susceptible to its

illusory effect than subjects not receiving such instructions.

Hence, Hypothesis One stated that subjects receiving "special"

instructions would not be as susceptible to the Mueller-Lyer

illusion as subjects not receiving "special" instructions.

This was not the case in the present study, F(1,84)=1.0775

for "special" instructions groups versus "no special" in-

structions groups was not significant. The null hypothesis

was accepted and Hypothesis One was not, therefore, sup-

ported by the data. A further analysis of individual cell

means which follows later may offer an explanation for the

non-significant results.

Variations in stimulus presentation did, however, sig-

nificantly affect the subjects' perception of the illusion.

F(2,84)=4.3171 for the three stimulus variables was signifi-

cant (p<.05). Theory argues that prominence of the extent to

be judged, i.e., the horizontal line, reduces the effect of

the "confusing" extents between the tips of the obliques.

Other studies have shown this to be the case (1, 4). Hy-

pothesis Two, hence, stated that subjects shown the Mueller-Lyer

figure with horizontal and oblique lines of contrasting color

would be less susceptible to the illusion than subjects shown

the Mueller-Lyer figure with horizontal and obliques lines of

the same color.
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In addition, it was assumed. that the Mueller-Lyer figure

with the apex line absent would be more "confusing" than the

"black apex line" figure since there is no distinction between

the relevant extent (the extent between the apexes of the

obliques), and the irrelevant extents (the extents between

the tips of the obliques) (4, 6, 7). Therefore, Hypothesis

Three proposed that subjects shown the Mueller-Lyer figure

with horizontal and oblique lines of the same color would be

less susceptible to the illusion than subjects shown the

Mueller-Lyer figure with the apex line absent.

The F statistic cited above, F(2,84)=4.3171, p<.05,

suggests that the stimulus variables in general had a sig-

nificant effect on the magnitude of the illusion. In order

to test the specific hypotheses proposed, it was necessary,

however, to consider only the cells which offered information

relevant to the hypotheses. Thus, individual t-tests were

applied to the means of the pertinent cells. In the case of

Hypothesis Two, a t-test was applied to the average means of

the two cells of the "red apex line" condition versus the two

cells of the "black apex line" condition. Table III presents

means, standard deviations, and results for these two con-

ditions.

The difference between the mean scores for these two

conditions was significant, t=2.699, p<.001. The null hy-

pothesis was rejected and Hypothesis Two, thus, was supported

by the date. Similarly, a t-test was proposed to investigate



TABLE III

TEST OF t FOR MUELLER-LYER SCORES OF "RED APEX LINE"
VERSUS "BLACK APEX LINE" CONDITIONS

Condition Mean SD DF t p

Red Apex Line 10,633 1.853
58 2.699 pc.O0lBlack Apex Line 9.200 2.242

the difference between the average mean of the two cells of

the "black apex line" condition and the average mean of the

two "apex line absent" cells, in order to test Hypothesis

Three. An observation of the relevant cells in Table II

reveals that the difference in means was in a direction

opposite to that hypothesized. Table IV presents the means

and standard deviations for the t test applied to these two

conditions,

TABLE IV

TEST OF t FOR MUELLER-LYER SCORES OF "BLACK APEX LINE"
VERSUS "APEX LINE ABSENT" CONDITIONS

Condition Mean SD DF t P

Black Apex Line 9.200 2.242

Apex Line Absent 10.700 3.046 58 2.173 p '025

The results suggest that the difference between the

means of these two conditions is significant, .t=2.173,

p<.025, but Hypothesis Three is not supported. Subjects
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viewing the "apex line absent" figures performed, better than

subjects viewing the "black apex line" figures, which is a

result contrary to the hypothesized results.

Further analysis was deemed, necessary in order to pro-

vide more information concerning the results of the preceding

t test. Two separate t tests were applied to determine dif-

ferences between the "black apex line" cell and the "apex

line absent" cell under the conditions of "no special"

instructions and "special" instructions. Table V presents

means, standard deviations, and results of the t test for

"black apex line" versus "apex line absent" under the

"special" instructions conditions.

TABLE V

TEST OF t FOR MUELLER-LYER SCORES OF "BLACK APEX LINE-
'SPECIAL' INSTRUCTIONS" VERSUS "APEX LINE ABSENT-

'SPECIAL' INSTRUCTIONS" CONDITIONS

Condition Mean SD DF t P

Black Apex Line
"Special"

Instructions 10.267 2.205
28 .8831 NS

Apex Line Absent 9,400 3.094
"Special"

Instructions

There was no significant difference in the magnitude of

illusion experienced by these two groups, t=.8831, Given

"special" instructions, subjects viewing the "apex line absent"
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figures performed essentially as well as subjects viewing the

"black apex line" figures. Since these two cell means are

not significantly different and contribute to the overall

means expressed. in Table IV, it follows that the result ob-

tained from the t test applied to the overall means is not

valid and should not be considered in this analysis.

The results of the t test applied to the means of the

"black apex line" cell versus "apex line absent" cell in the

"no special" instructions condition does provide useful

information. Table VI presents means, standard deviations,

and the t value for this comparison.

TABLE VI

TEST OF t FOR MUELLER-LYER SCORES OF "APEX LINE ABSENT-
'NO SPECIAL' INSTRUCTIONS" VERSUS "BLACK APEX LINE-

'NO SPECIAL' INSTRUCTIONS" CONDITIONS

Condition Mean SD DF t P

Apex Line Absent
"TNo Special"

Instructions 12,000 2.366
28 5.133 p<.001

Black Apex Line 8.133 1.708
"No Special"

Instructions

These results suggest that subjects viewing Mueller-Lyer

figures without an apex line perform better than subjects

viewing the Mueller-Lyer figure with an apex line the same

color as its obliques, when the subjects are not provided

instructions to enhance their "analytic" attitudes. A t test
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was computed to determine if there were significant differ-

ences between subjects viewing the "apex line absent" figure

given "special" instructions and. subjects viewing the same

figure but not given "special" instructions. Table VII

presentsthe results with the means and standard. deviations

of this comparison,

TABLE VII

TEST OF t FOR MUELLER-LYER SCORES OF "APEX LINE ABSENT-
'SPECTAL' INSTRUCTIONS" VERSUS "APEX LINE ABSENT-

'NO SPECIAL' INSTRUCTIONS" CONDITIONS

Condition Mean SD DF t P

Apex Line Absent

"Special"
Instructions 9.400 3.094

28 2.586 p<.Ol
"No Special" 12.000 2.366
Instructions

This is a somewhat startling result. In the case of

the "apex line absent" figures, subjects given "special"

instructions designed to enhance "analytic" attitude do not

perform as well as subjects not given "special" instructions.

The difference between these two groups was significant,

t=2.586, p<.05.

In order to further determine the apparent contaminating

effects the "apex line absent" figure had upon the overall

effect of instructional set, two final t tests were applied

to the "black apex line" condition cells--"special" instructions
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versus tno special" instructions--and to the same two cells

of the "red apex line" condition. Tables VIII and. IX present

means, standard deviations and results of these t comparisons.

TABLE VIII

TEST OF t FOR UELLER-LYER SCORES OF "BLACK APEX LINE-'SPECIAL' INSTRUCTIONS" VERSUS "BLACK APEX LINE-
'NO SPECIAL' INSTRUCTIONS" CONDITIONS

Condition Mean SD DF t P

Black Apex Line

"Special"
Instructions 10.267 2.205

28 2.963 p(.001"No Special" 8.134 1.708
Instructions

TABLE IX

TEST OF t FOR MUELLER-LYER SCORES OF "RED APEX LINE-
'SPECIAL' INSTRUCTIONS" VERSUS "RED APEX LINE-

'NO SPECIAL' INSTRUCTIONS" CONDITIONS

Condition Mean SD DF t P

Red Apex Line

"Special"
Instructions 11.600 1.020

28 3.697 p6.001"No Special" 9.667 1.989
Instructions

It appears from these results that instructions designed

to enhance an "analytic" attitude do cause a d ecrease in sub-

jects' susceptibility to the Mueller-Lyer illusion, but this
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occurs only when subjects view either the "black apex line"

figure, t.=2.963, p<001, or the "red apex line" figure,

t=3.697, pr. OOl.
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CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION' OF THE RESULTS

Two of the three hypotheses proposed in the present

study were not supported. The results were non-significant

for Hypothesis One, which stated that special instructions

would make the subjects less susceptible to the Mueller-Lyer

illusion than subjects not receiving such instructions, and

Hypothesis Three, which stated that the subjects viewing

"black apex line" figures would perform better than subjects

viewing "apex line absent" figures. A study of the cell

means of Table II in the preceding chapter reveals that the

contaminating factor in each case appears to be the t"apex

line absent" condition,

The Central Tendency Effect theory, as proposed by

Pressey (3), assumes that the "confusing" extents are spaces

and not lines. In the "apex line absent" figure the area to

be judged is also a space and not a line; therefore, subjects

cannot easily distinguish between the two. The extent to

be judged does not stand out as a prominent element in

the figure. Hence, the subject is more susceptible to

the "central tendency effect" and, as a result, more sus-

ceptible to the illusion. That the results of this study

indicate that the opposite is true would, initially, cause

48
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one to suspect the Central Tendency Effect theory to be an

invalid theory for the Mueller-Lyer illusion. The t tests

computed to investigate Hypothesis Three indicate that the

opposite of the hypothesized results occur, at least for the

difference between the two cells, "black apex line" and

"apex line absent" under the "no special" instructions con-

dition. The null hypothesis was accepted in ypothesis

Three. It was not, therefore, concluded that subjects view-

ing an "apex line absent" figure would be more susceptible

to the Mueller-Lyer illusion than subjects viewing an 11-

lusion figure with the horizontal line and obliques of the

same color. The question remains, however, why subjects

viewing the "apex line absent" figure perform better than

subjects seeing the "black apex line" figure when neither

are given "special" instructions. This result, as shown in

Table VI, t=5.133, p<.001, is significant in a direction

opposite to that expected from assumptions drawn from the

Central Tendency Effect theory.

These results suggest that perhaps the obliques them-

selves, and not just the extents between the tips of the

obliques, as suggested by Pressey, may also play a signifi-

cant role in influencing the subjects' susceptibility to the

illusion. The obliques in the case of the "apex line absent"

figure may act to limit the subjects' attention to the rele-

vant extent. This may occur because the oblique lines are

so easily discernible from the relevant extent. On the other
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hand, the black apex line is similar to the obliques and,

thus, it is not so readily distinguished from the "confusing"

obliques.

Hypothesis Two, which was confirmed. by the data, may

support the suggestion that the obliques, as well as the

extents between the tips of the obliques, are also "confusing"

aspects of the Mueller-Lyer figure. In the "red apex line"

figure, the horizontal extent was easily discernable from

the "confusing" obliques. This result, however, also offers

support to the Pressey theory. Other studies have shown that

subjects viewing a Mueller-Lyer figure without an apex line

tend to be influenced. by the "central tendency effect" when

asked. to judge both the extents between the tips of the ob-

liques and the central extent (4). The question, therefore,

may not be which aspect of the Mueller-Lyer figure (the ob-

liques, or the extents between their tips), is confusing,

but instead, which of these two "confusing" aspects has the

greatest effect on the magnitude of the illusion.

Results from this study suggest that some quality of the

obliques has an influence on the magnitude of the illusion.

This influence acts to override the "central tendency effect"

when subjects view the line-absent figure. The obliques be-

come the significant "confusing" aspect when subjects view

the "apex line absent" figure. In the other two figures,

the extents between their tips are significant influencing

factors. It is not as if subjects viewing the Mueller-Lyer
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figure without an apex line are immune to the illusion; they

are simply not as susceptible as subjects influenced by the

"confusing" extents between the obliques' tips.

Hypothesis One of this study was proposed as a result

of suggestions by Gardner and Long (2). They suggested that

an "analytic" attitude could be facilitated. in subjects if

they were given instructions to attend to the relevant ex-

tents of the Mueller-Lyer figure and ignore the irrelevant

extents. Results of the test of this hypothesis, as stated

in Table I, F(1,84)=l.0775, were not significant. The means

recorded in Table II reveal that subjects given "special"

instructions appear to perform better than subjects not

given "special" instructions when viewing two of the three

configurations of the Mueller-Lyer figure. It was again the

"apex line absent" figure which proved to be the contaminat-

ing factor in this comparison, A t test was applied to the

two "apex line absent" cells, the result of which is pre-

sented. in Table VII. That this result is significant,

t=2.586, p<.0l, in a direction opposite of that expected,

creates some further questions concerning the relevance of

the "apex line absent" figure. Instructions designed to

enhance an "analytic" attitude in subjects seem to increase

the magnitude of the Mueller-Lyer illusion for subjects view-

ing "apex line absent" figures.

Several explanations may be appropriate to explain this

result. First, it might be considered. that without the
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horizontal line the obliques become most prominent in influ-

encing the illusion, except the influence is in the opposite

direction of that expected by the Central Tendency Effect

theory.

Fisher (1) noted this effect when he had subjects view

figures with horizontal lines which did not extent completely

from apex to apex of the obliques. As the apex line de-

creased in length, the reversal of the illusion increased.

Therefore, it might be assumed that a Mueller-Lyer figure

with the apex line completely missing might give way to a

complete reversal of the Mueller-Lyer illusion. Obviously,

the obliques play some role in this reversal of the illusory

effect. Fisher suggested that this was due to some "dis-

tortion-gradient" peculiar to the space enclosed in

constricting or enlarging figures.

It may be that subjects viewing the "apex line absent"

figure without receiving "special" instructions were influ-

enced to the fullest by the reversal effect of the obliques

since these subjects performed better than subjects viewing

the two variations of the Mueller-Lyer figure which included

a horizontal line. When subjects viewing the "apex line

absent" figure were given instructions to ignore the influ-

encing obliques, the obliques' reversal effect was perhaps

lessened, and the subjects performed more poorly than their

counterparts not receiving "special" instructions.

A proposal of this nature, of course, will require

further study in order to stand as a complete explanation of
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the results obtained from subjects viewing the "apex line

absent" figure in this study.

An examination of the content of the instructions may

provide a second explanation. Subjects who were instructed

to ignore the obliques, which were the only visible elements

of the "apex line absent" figure, may have become confused.

As a result, they may have instead centered their attention

to the obliques and were influenced more by the "central

tendency effect." In either case, the instructions quite

obviously had some detrimental effect on the subjects per-

formance when judging the "apex line absent" figure.

The results obtained from the t tests applied to cells

comparing the effects of "special" instructions on the two

apex-line-present figures were both significant. For the

"black apex line" figure, subjects receiving "special" in-

structions showed an improved performance over subjects not

receiving "special" instructions, t=2.963, pK.001. The same

was true for the comparison between the two instruction

groups viewing the "red apex line" figure, t=3,697, p.<001.

It can be concluded that Pressey's theory of Central

Tendency Effect has some validity when subjects view Mueller-

Lyer figures with the apex line present. When the apex line

is removed, however, it appears likely that some other il-

lusory influence either takes over, or overrides the "central

tendency effect" mechanism to act on the subjects perception of

the illusion figure. A'test of the effect of instructional
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set on the magnitude of the illusion was contaminated in some

way by the "apex line absent" figure, and the hypothesis pro-

posed to test this effect was not supported. by the data, It

was suggested that either the content of the instructions or

some influencing aspect of the "apex line absent" figure

itself caused the non-significant results of this hypothesis.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

Throughout the past eight years since F. C. Mueller-

Lyer first introduced his puzzling, illusion figure, controversy

has pervaded its explanation. Many theories (1, 8) have been

offered and criticized. The purpose of the present study was

to examine the Central Tendency Effect theory recently offered

by A. W. Pressey (7), and. the Field-articulation theory pro-

posed by Gardner, et al. (5).

The Central Tendency Effect theory suggests that sub-

jects judging the central extent of the illusion figure tend

to either overestimate or underestimate this extent toward

the median value of all the extents included in the figure.

Pressey (7) and. Dewar (2) suggested that the effect of the

"central tendency" mechanism might be rendered ineffective

if the relevant extent of the figure, i.e., the extent to be

judged, was made more prominent than the rest of the figure.

Gardner and Long (6) had earlier proposed that the illusory

effect of the Mueller-Lyer figure could be reduced if sub-

jects were given instructions designed to enhance an "analytic"

attitude, thus making the subject more "field-articulate."

These instructions suggested that the subject attend only to

the relevant extent and ignore the rest of the figure.
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The following three hypotheses were proposed. to test

these theories:

1. Subjects who are given "special" instructions will

be less susceptible to the Mueller-Lyer illusion than will

subjects who are not given "special" instructions.

2. Subjects who are shown the Mueller-Lyer figure with

horizontal and oblique lines of contrasting colors will be

less susceptible to the Mueller-Lyer illusion than will sub-

jects who are shown the figure with horizontal and. oblique

lines of the same color.

3. Subjects who are shown the Mueller-Lyer figure with

horizontal and oblique lines of the same color will be less

susceptible to the mueller-Lyer illusion than will subjects

who are shown the figure without the horizontal line.

Ninety male and. female university subjects were randomly

assigned to one of six experimental groups. Each group of

fifteen subjects viewed one of three configurations of the

Mueller-Lyer figure, ("red apex line" figure, "black apex

line" figure, and. "apex line absent" figure) and received.

one of two sets of instructions ("special" instructions and

"no special" instructions).

Twenty stimulus figures were presented to each subject.

These figures varied depending upon the group to which the

subject belonged.. The stimulus figures were drawn with black

and. red india ink on five by eight inch white cards and. were

placed in a binder for presentation. The composite form of
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the Mueller-Lyer figure was used.. The figures were drawn

with the center oblique varying in position across the middle

extent from 48 mm. to 66 mm. from the left oblique by incre-

ments of two millimeters. The dependent variable, the

magnitude of the illusion, was measured by the mean number

of "longer" responses the subject gave to the right hand.

section of the Mueller-Lyer figure. Subjects saw the stimu-

lus figures in a dark room with a spot of sufficiently bright

light reflected on only the stimulus figure.

The data obtained were treated in a two by three analysis

of variance. The resultant F scores determined the effect of

the instructional set on the magnitude of illusion, Also, t

tests were applied to determine the effect of the stimulus

variables on the magnitude of the illusion and to obtain

additional information.

The results supported only Hypothesis Two. It was

suggested that the "apex line absent" figure acted as a con-

taminant to the confirmation of the other two hypotheses.

Discussion centered around the effects that the "apex line

absent" figure may have had on the results of the study.

Influences acting contrary to the "central tendency effect"

mechanism were suggested as possible explanations for the

results of the study.

Conclusions

Man's perception is influenced by two factors: (1) the

information he receives about the nature of the object to be
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perceived., and (2) the nature of the object itself, These

have been represented in the present study as instructional

set and stimulus variables. It was found that two groups

of subjects receiving identical instructions but viewing

different configurations of the Mueller-Lyer illusion fig-

ure will perceive a different mean magnitude of illusion.

"Special" instructions designed to enhance the subjects'

"analytic" attitudes have a diminishing effect of the mag-

nitude of the illusion when subjects view illusion figures

with the apex line present. Yet these same instructions seem

to cause an increase in the illusion's magnitude when sub-

jects view stimulus figures with the apex line missing. It

was proposed that this reversal of effect may be due to some

influence of the oblique lines which is not accounted for in

the Central Tendency Effect theory.

Regardless of the subject's instructional set the ob-

liques also appear to have a different effect on illusion

magnitude depending upon which of the three illusion figures

are observed. Subjects viewing figures in which the apex

line contrasts with the obliques are less susceptible to the

illusion than are those who view figures with the obliques

and. apex line the same color. Whether this finding supports

the Central Tendency Effect theory or instead a theory which

directly accounts for influences of the obliques could. not

be determined in this study. The results obtained when com-

paring the two cells of the "apex line absent" figure as
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described in Table VIII, do not, however, favor the Central

Tendency Effect theory.

The Field-articulation theory may be valid for only

particular config.,urations of the Mueller-Lyer illusion. An

"analytic" attitude seems useful when the apex line is pre-

sent, but appears to be confusing when the apex line is

missing from the figure. Nevertheless, the suggestion that

an "analytic" attitude serves to confuse subjects viewing

the "apex line absent" figure is only indicated by the data

and is not statistically supported. Perhaps, therefore,

further study will be necessary to determine how changes in

instructions might enhance this "analytic" attitude, given

variations in perceptual objects.

Both the Central Tendency Effect theory and the Field-

articulation theory were offered some support from results

obtained from subjects viewing the Mueller-Lyer figure with

the apex line present, but both theories seem to be incomplete

when the "apex line absent" figure is the object under study.

The question of how illusions can be influenced should

not be considered under only one theory. It appears as

though there may be several factors inherent in the stimulus

figure which influence one's perception of the illusion,

This proposition has been stated before (3, 4). Many in-

vestigators agree that to subsume the explanations of all

perception, or all illusions, or even all configurations of

a single illusion, under one particular explanation is not a



theoretically sound practice. This study has revealed that

this suggestion is certainly the case, at least, for various

configurations of the Mueller-Lyer figure.

Recommendations

An effective test of either the Central Tendency Effect

theory or the Field-articulation theory, as they apply to the

Mueller-Lyer illusion, apparently must take into account cer-

tain contaminating qualities of the illusion figure itself,

specifically the "apex line absent" configuration. One of

the two major variables to be tested in this study, the

effect of instructional set, was influenced in such a way

by the "apex line absent" figure, that definitive conclusions

could not be drawn concerning the effect of instructions on

the perception of illusions.

Any interaction between stimulus and instructional vari-

ables in the way one perceives the illusion cannot be easily

tested when the "apex line absent" figure is considered in

the study. For the present, it appears as though the "apex

line absent" figure of the Mueller-Lyer illusion should be

experimentally treated. as a separate illusion figure, This

figure appears to be influenced by principles distinct from

those influencing the other Mueller-Lyer figures. It is felt

that a two-by-two factorial study similar to the one described

here but without the "apex line absent" figure could offer

valuable information to both the Central Tendency Effect and

Field-articulation theories.
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